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FLAME SPREADING FROM BLUFF-BODY FLAMEHOLDERS
By F.R.

~\yRIGHT AND

Introduction

Flame stabilization and flame spreading are
two procp~ses of paramount importance in the
(iPsign of combustion chambers. Sufficient experin1('ntal work has been carried out to make clear
the mechanism of stabilization· 1 however understanding of the process of flal~1e spreading in a
duct is still imperfect. This is perhaps not surprising because, in technically interesting cases,
the spreading is turbulent and the behavior of
even the simplest turbulent flame is still controycrsial. Furthermore, studies that have been
made of flame spreading Z- 5 have been primarily
directed at soh'ing the practical problem of the
determination of combustion efficiency rather
than pro\'iding insight into the physical phenomena im"oh'ed in the spreading process.
The yresent investigation was undertaken to
define the influence of certain chemical and fluid
dynamic parameters on the spreading of a simple flame in a duct, with the view that the results
"'ollld yield some understanding of the mechanism of flame spreading.
Apparatus and ExperilncntaI
Techniques

Flame spreading is being studied in long rectangular ducts, extending at least two and a half
duct heights downstream from the flameholder. \Vater-cooled flameholders span olle
dimension of the rectangle and the stabilized
flame is obsened through transparent ~ide walls. 6
Fuel isa gasolinc-like hydrocarbon, Standard
Oil Company Thinner Xo. 200, and it is injected
into a heated air stream sufficiently far upstream
from the flame holder to insure that a hOIl1ogeneOUO gaseous mixture enters the test dueL 1\ o1'mal
mixture temperature is 373°K. The flow enters
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the combustion duet through a nozzle which has
a large area ratio and hence the axial H'locit\, is
uniform and the turbulence le\"el is low. 13ec;use
the aim of the experiments is to study spreading
of a simple flame (laminar or tmbulent) in a low
turbulence stream, flow conditions for \\"hich
the flame is distorted by pressure nnc! \"elocity
oscillations are unacceptable. The smooth flow
requirement restricts duct length and fuel :air
ratio ranges that cnn be studied, but has not
proyed to be a serious limitation.
Xevertheless, even \yhen the flow is apparently
smooth, the flame must be monitored to ensure
that no flame distortions influence the results.
:\lonitoring is accomplished by taking instantaneous schlieren photographs \yhich also provide
the primary data for the prescnt im·estigation.
Flame widths and flame spreading rates arc measured directly from the schlieren pictures, of which
Figures la, Ib and lc arc examples. These photographs show that the outer edges of the flame
are serrated. The outer crests of the small \\"lIVC'S
on the flame surface arc chosen to define the outer
edgce of the flame, because this definition yields
flame widths that agree with \vidths measUl~ed on
time exposure photographs,' as for example,
Figures 2a, 2b and 2c, and with \yidths obtained
from totnl pressure measurements .•-\lthough the
exact boundary is subjPct to personal interpretation, different observers agree on the boundaries
to \yithin a few per cent of the flame \\"iclth.
:\lean temperature, pressure, \Tloe'ity, and
composition measurements supplement the photographs. These auxiliary mcasurements sen"e
especially to define the flow outside the flame
alld in the burned gas at the center of the wake
where fluctuations arc nearly absent and timeaveraging instruments give reliable rpsults.
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FIG. 1. Instantaneous schlieren pllOtograph:i of flames held by circnbr cylinder" in 3 x 0" duct. V =
300 [t!see, ¢ = 1.0. Top picture: t" holder, ::\lidcllc picture: t" holder, Bottom jlictme: 2" holder.

Description of the Flmne and thc
Flow Field

The flame and the [Jon' field rlO\\'llstrcnm from
n blllJI·body fiamchoIdcr are complex and in·
yoIve many interesting fluid dynamic and
chemical processes ..\ gcneral description of some
of these important features will pro\'ide a back·
ground for a later discussion of flame spreading
rates.

THE FLA:\l}:

The time-exposure photos (Figs. 2a, 2b and
2r) are em;ijy intcrprctt'rl if it is remembered that
\'igorously burning gas has high actinic y[llue
and that hot bUrIll'll 1-';:18 is nearly im'isiblc in a
photograph. IIcll("c, the bright regions of the
photographs rl'])l'l'sent rq!;ions of acli \'c combustion and thc darl~ an'as are rl'gions of no reaction
and m\l~t consist of either burned or lmlJurllcd
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FIG. 2. Time exposure direct photographs of flames held by circular cylinders in 3 x G" duct. V
300 ft/sec, <p = 1.0. Top picture: t" holder; middle picture: 1" holder; bottom picture: 2" holder.

matc:ri:t!. ;\ll of these features may be SCl'n in
the side view photograph (Fig. 2a) of a flame
stahilized on a one-eighth in. cylinder. (The
holder is partially obscured at the 10ft side of the
photograph.) .Just downstream from the holder
is the chlrk inner part of the recirculation zone
consisting of burned gas and bounded by brilliant white regions of actiye combustion. These
regions thicken rapidly until they join at the
cb\\"llstream end of the recirculation zone and
then thicken more slowly. Finally, for the last
two-thirds of the picture they have nearly constant width, whereas the flame spreads linearly
kaying a IVl'dgeshaped area of. burned gas at the
center of the flame. The adive combustioll zones
cOllstitute it brge part of the Hame e,'en far
downstream from the holder.
Instantaneous sdllieren photograph" pro\'ide
detailed information concerning the structure
of the flame. Examination of Figure 1 shows that
the combustion zones arc regions of ycry complex
density gradil'nts, whereas the central regIOlls

of low luminosity arc comparatively free of
density gradients; the gas in these regions is
uniformly burned. The schlicrcll photographs
also_ indicate that tlw regions of actin~ cOlllbustion arc zones of strong mixing jwt\\TCn hot and
colrl gas, and hrnce they are called mi:.:ing zones.
The outer boundaries of the llli:.:ing, ZOIlCS
spread \'cr)' slowly into the l'xtel'llal frc;;h stream.
Far downstream the obsern'd spreading angle
of the Harne is normally lcss than three degrces.
TH.\:\SITlON

The appearance of the mixing zones 5ho\\'5 the
character of the entirc Harne. At ]0'" :'pecds the
fhme is distorted only by large scale wan's, anel
is called a bminar flame. At higher ~p('('cls
abo\'C~ a certain transitiOll 8pecd \\"ho~e value
dl')Wlllls upon the fbnwholclcr, small('\' scale
random disturbances are supcrpoced on thc
rrgubr ",a,'cs and the flame is called tmbulcnt.
Turbulent fl:lllll'S :lJ'C found to lJave uniform
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FIG. 3. Top vie\\" of flame held on f' circular cylinder in 3 x GO duct, 1>
Schlieren photograph covers 15.4 in. of 18 in. long cluct.

characteristics and arc the flames principally
considered in this paper.
TnlDsition ane! the turbUIrllt character of
flames at the higher speeds are more easily seen
in top views, as in Figure 8, because in this \'iew
the central portion of the flarne i" seen free of

=

1.0, for vario\l~ flow speeds.

distortions introduced by "'all boundary byers.
In the upper photograph of Figure :3, at a speed
of 107 ftlsee, there nrc no small scale random
disturbances outside the \\'all boundary layers
and tll(' flame is clearly laminar. At speeds of
about 200 ftjs('c, judged to be the transition
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flo\\- (Fig. -1). The total pressure fall across the
mixing zones lllay be ('stimatl'd h~- eXa!lUlllllg
the total pressure loss across a ]llalH~ diagoltal
flame front. For the flo\\- conditiolls stll(licd hC're,
this loss lllay be shown to he ~\ )!proxi lll:\ tely
proportional to and \-C'r~- ne~\rly ('qual to the
local dynamic pressure. This result indicates
that the pressure loss shoulel increase going
dOlyn,stream because the local spcrd, and th{'rcforr, the local dynamic pre~snre, in('reas('~ in this
dircdion. This prediction is confirmed by the
data of Figure 4. The I1gure sho\ys ~\l1oth~~r interesting fact: the total pressure loss remains
nearly constant along the center line; this result
indicates that the cC'nter line flow, \\-hich enters
the flame far upstream, close to the recirculation
zone, is little influenced by mixing \\-ith Jlow
that e!ltns the flame farther dmnlstrcam.
Because the total pressure losses arc close to
those predicted, it may be inferrC'Cl that other
factors influencing total pressure loss, sllch as
mixing and dissipation, are of secondary importance. :\Iore important, the effect of flame.
holder drag appears to be negligible. Direct
evidence is available to support the latter inference. A study was made of the total pressure
profiles in the wake of a k-in. diam cylindric
holder with and without a stabilized fl~~me. Tn
the latter case, a flat plate was placed in the
wake parallel to the flow direction to prevent
the formation of a Kann,i,n Yortex street, a!ld
hence to make this wake as nearly similar to the
flame as possible. A comparison of the total
pressure deficit (}'ig. 5) sho\\-s the O\-crIYhelllling
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,1. Total pressurc distributions at various
stations in 3 x. G" duct, Y flamcholder. V = 300
fthee,1> = 1.0.
FIG.

speed for the !-in. circubr cylinder used as the
fbmeholder,
random
di~turbanccs
appcal"
throughout the flame. Abo\-e thc transition
speed, fine-grained fluctuations arc the dominant
featurcs closc to the holder; farther downstream
the finc-grained disturbanccs gradually disappear and larger scale fluctuations emerge. The
mean diameter of these larger scale fluctuations
or cells is about three-tenths of an inch, and this
\-alue changes little as the cells drift downsti-eam. As the approach speed is increased
farther above the transition \-alne, the character
of the flow remains unchanged. Thus, for ex.ample, the I'ize of the large scale disturbances is
incle)wndent of approach speed for turbulent
flames. a

O'

0.2

PHESSURE FIELD

Variation in pressure in the neighborhood of
the holder is rapid due to the distortion of the
flow fiel~l produced by the flamcholcler. Howen'r, directly behind the holder is the sheltered
recirculation zone in \yhith the pressure is nearly
COllstant. Do\\"nstream from the recirculation
zone, the static pressure is almost uniform across
the duct and decreases down the duct as the
How is accelerated by the :lddition of heat.
The total pressure is sharply reduced as the
flow passes through the flame, but remains reIatinJy constant across the burned core of the
a The development of turbulence in the mixing
zone is discussed more fully in Heferenccs 1 and G.
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ill) pori:lnce of com bust ion effects in fixi ng the
m:\gnitude of tIll' total prrs:-;U!T loss. These dab
dt'lnOllstratr that fbmc spreading is :lli t'lltin{y
difflTcnt process than isoUwrm:tl wake :::pre:ldilw
fllld shOll' that the ,':'prcuding fblllC j,,:) not eOll~
filH'd to the isothermn! wake.
Tl·::\I1'EEATUiu; "\.XD YELOClTY FIELDS

rl\.'ll1}l('r~lturc is anotber important paramcier
of a flow field that includes a spn.'adillg fbme.
::\Ieasul'ed Y3ltH'S of the temperature rise wpidly
through the mixillg zones and arc almost l'O11stant in the central region of the flame. These
results were obtained with thermocouples, and
in the hotter parts of the flame, with the sodium
line reversal technique. Both methods rely on
tinle-avt'l'aging, and hence their aeeUnlC\' is
sllspect in the mixing zones ,y!lich arc rcgiOl~ls of
strongly fluetuil ting fio,Y. However, the nle3surcments elearly define general trends and also
demonstrate that the gas on the center line
,,-here the flow is smooth is nearly completely
burned and has a temperature approaching the
adiahttic flame temperature.
Velocities t1il'oughout the flame may be
computed ,yith somc confidence because the
temperature and pressure distributions are
knO',Yn and because previous measurements have
shown good correlation between average gas
temperature and average composition in these
flames. Particularly along the center line I\"here
the material is burned and outside the fiame in
the fresh gns the speed can be computed ,,-jth
assurance. Close to the holder the burned material mO\'es more· 81m"ly than the unburned.
Downstream from the reeircllhtion zonc, the
hot gas accelerates even faster than the cold
and its speed soon grc~itly exceeds the cold gas
speed.
The gas flow is neari y axial, but close to the
flame makes an nngle of 1-2 0 ·with the duet a:'\1s,
a How inclination that is important since the
flame spreading angle is usually no more than 30.

Hesults and Discussion
HESULTS

The principal :lirn of the present inH'stigation
is to determine the influence of \'arions fluid
dyn[lmic and chemical pClrnmeters on the spreading process downstream from a bluff-body
fbmcholcler. Hcsults \yill first be reported for
experiments m which the flanwholder-duct
geometry "\\"[lS maintained constant, since then

the fbnlC gf'Ollwtry ill the lH'if!;hborh()(}d of the
recirclll:itioll WI\(' i.'S indepcndent of tlw fluid
dyn:tmie :llld clwmil':tl P:lI·:l11wfers heing ;-;tudj('(1.
Soml' of these P:\I·;\lllctns ~lr!"' known to il1[lw'llce j:-lltlill:tl" fbllll' ;-;pc('d :tnd ilS ~t (,oll.~equ<'I1cc
migllt also lw (,xjH'eted to illfllll'll('(' turhulent
fbmc ;:;pced ~lJld turhulcut fl:llllC sllJ'('ading 1":\ te.
Some of them abo illfluence tIw d('!l:--:ih' ratio
acro':'.s the flame', :1lld helle!"', aceordill)..'; to v:"('n'ral
tlworctic:d nnalyses, :-:hollld :dYect the fbmc
geolllctry. ExpcrinH'nbl l"t'::;ults (Fig. G)) ::;howing the influcllce of fueI :air ratio, tcmperature,
and fuel types, do not confirm these (':\pcdatioI1Sj
these parameters h:l \'l: little ilIfluC'llce on fi::l.ll1c
sprcac1illg rate I"hell fbme is turbulent.
First, Fig. Ga ;.;110\\'S th:l.t nni:ltions in fl:unc
width caused by fud :air ratio challges arc Ie;.;"
tklll 5 per eent, e\'en though the density ratio
and flame speed \"ary by f::lctors of morc than
1.1 and 1.5. ::';urprisinglL minimum ,,·idth
occurs ncar the stoichiometric yaIne of fuel :air
ratio ,,,here laminar flallle speeds arc highest.
Second, the temp(')":lturc data of l'igure Gb
shows a change of only 12 per ccnt in flame
,vic1th for a two-fold temperature inen::lse whidl
produces yari:ttion ill density ]'~ttio and flame
speeds by factors of approximately 1.6 and 2,0.
;\gain, fbme ,,-idth i.e; brgest at 10\\~ temperature's
for ,yhieh the fbnl(' speed and dcnsit\~ ratio [I}"C

smallest.

v

Third, fuel type h:\s little dIed. Figure Gc
ShO\\'8 that 'shell mixtures of stand:\J'd~h\"(lro
carLon nnd hydrogen are u;:.;ed as fucl, the fiamc
width increases only :1bout 4 per cent as tllc
hydrogen fraction changes from zero to 011e; for
this fuel change, the laminar flame speee! for the
mixture increases by a betor of about ten.
Finally, measurements of fin me \\'ic1th at :1
gin'll clo\Yl1strc.lll1 ,c;Ultion for \'uri:lbIc Djlpro~ICh
speed demollstrate (Fig. 7) that abm'e a certain
crit.ical speed, flamc I\'idth is independent of
approach spced. Velocity measurements, made
in the unburned flow during these (':'\perinwnts,
::::hO\y the 1"('111:1I'k:\1)le bet that the ratio of local
gas speed to approach speed is imllopcnc!ent of
approach speed aboH~ the critical specd. Further,
the critical ~pc('d obscn-cd here COlT('~pollds
elosclr to the speed at whieh tran::oition to
turbulence occurs. Thus; for t urbulC'nt flames,
the flame geometry :lnd the yelocity field in the
unomJlcd flow (llormalized by the upwo~l<:h
speed) arc ind('llC'Ilclc'llt of approach speed. This
result is n'ry important bccause it implies tk\t
the flame speed (i.e., the spl'ccl at which the
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Holder is a t" circular cylinder :md "'idth is measured 1:3 in. from holder.

flame propagates into the unburned material)
must be proportional to the local gas speed and
is not related to the laminar flame sperd.
The implication that flame speed is proportional to flow speed may be checked din·ctly by
measurements made in the external How. The
ratio of the two yelocities is equal to the sine
of the angle between them. This angle may be
nwasured from particle track photographs that
show the local flow directions and also include
the trace o[ the flame, or the angle may be [ound
by applying continuity reI:ttiolls to the rl'sults of
mass flow, pressure distribution and flame angle
measurements. 1'\either method o[ angle measurement is precise, yet both experiments demonstrate that the angle in question is a little less
than 2° and is constant [or turbulent flames.

Hence,' the flame speed must be proportional to
the fluw speed-at least to \\"ithin the accuracy
of these experiments.
The data presented in Figures G and 7 are
typical of the results obt:lillC'cl uncler a wide
range of tc'st conditions, and clrmonstrate that
if the flow is everywhere subsonic and tIl(' flame
is turbulent, flame spreading rate is substantially
independent of fuel:air ratio, temperature, fuel
type and approach strram speed,
'
The results presentccl aboye simplity the
study of the influence of the geometric p:trameters
since they imply that tests carried out for cine
set of yalnes of the chemical and fluid dynamic
parameters 'will yield representati\'e re~lIlts as
long as the Hame is turbulent. Pre\'ious \HJrk,·-tG
has shown that the geometry of the outer
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boundary of the recirculation zone depends in a
rather complicated manner on the blockage
ratio, i,e" on the ratio of flameholcler diameter
to duct height. POI' example, whell circular
cylinders alT \l~ed as flame holders, the recirculation zone boundary sccdcs directly ,,'ith holder
diameter up to blockage ratios of about 4 per
cent; for higher blockages, the ,,'idth of the
boundary varies inyersely as the square root of
the blockage ratio. Thus, jf the flame contours
of circular cylinder-holders are compared for
blockage ratios below 4 per cent, the elIrd of
holder blockage ratio on the flame spreading
,\'ill be parti<:ularly easy to determine, c\.n example of such an experiment is shown in Figure
8a; here an i-in. circular cylinder is used at
blockage ratios 1 :2,1 to 1 :48, The flame geometries appear almost identical o\'er the entire
distance im'e'Stigated-ovcr 130 holder diameters
or 16 recirculation ZOlle lengths. Flameholder
blockage has no effect on flame spreading rate
for these circular cylinders at low blockage

ratios. Perhaps e\'en morc surpnslllg, the tbme
blockage (the ratio of flame \ridth of duct height)
has no effect even when the fbme occupies 70
per cent of the duct for the larger blockage :llld
:15 pCI' cent of the duct for the smaller.
Figmcs 8b and 8c prcsellt data obtained at
larger blockage ratios for \\"hich the flame \ridth
at the end ~f the rccin'ulatioll zone does depend
on blockage. ::\ e,'erthe!css, the differences betlreell flame contours arc small "wl!cn the blockage
is changed, and appear to be cntirely due to
recirculation zone \\'idth changes. The sprcading
rates arc almost idelltiC~ll and arc independent
of the flame blockage ratio.
"\." the holder blockage is increased, the effects
of the variation in recirculation zone \\'idth predominate lle~\r the holder. In mallY practic~11
applications of multiple arrays of bluff-body
flamcholclers this \rill be the only region of interest, because the confming cluct is frequcntly
no longer than thc recircubtion zone. Jlo,re,"er,
in a study of true flame spreading, conditions

\).11
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br c!o\ynstream from the recirculation zone are
of ]lI"imary interest, and here the flame ·widths
arc found to be nearly the same over a very wide
range of flameholcler size and blockage ratio.
This result is strikingly confirmed in Figure 9
for holders of yario\lS sizes operating in a 3 x 6"
duct. At the 30" station, the variation in flame
\\-idth is less than 20 per cent despitc the 16: 1
size ratio of the holders. Both Figures 8 and 9
show that flame blockage has no effect on flame
spreading until the flame comes very close to the

<I>

duct \\-alls and that flameholder blockage effects
are primarily restricted to the recirculation zone.
DISCUSSIO"f

Several experimental results should be rcemphasized. Lamin~tl' flame sp('('d was changed
by roughly a factor of tell by changing fuel from the hydrocarbon to hydrogen; at the sallle timc,
the density ratio and other parameters were not
Ch:lllgcd. The change in hminar flame speed had
no apprcciable efIect Oil spreading rate and the
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implication is that laminar flame speed docs not
influence the spreading of a turbulent flame_
In the experiments in which fuel:air ratio or
approach strram temprrature is varied, flame
speed and density ratio change, and the cxperimcntal result cannot be interpreted unambiguously. Howeycr, it is difficult to believe that in
these experiments the effects of both parameters
fortuitously cancel out, and the simplest interpretation of the experiments is that the spreading rate is almost constant because neither
laminar flame speed nor density ratio is very
important in fixing the flame spreading rate.
Perhaps the most striking experimental result
is that the flame spreading rate is independent
of approach flow speed, and further, that the
angle bctween flame'undlocal flow velocity is at
least roughly constant; these results strongly indicate that the local flame speed is proportional
to flow speed. The flame sprcading process appears to be somewhat analogous to the spreading of a turbulent mixing zone. HO\\"ever, the
spreading flame is quite different from an isothermal wake as pressure measurements in the
flame and wake have demonstrated.
These experimental results may be compared
with flame spreading theories. Theoretical treatments have been based,Il-13 in general, on a
physical model derived from the assumption that
the flame is a discontinuous surface separating
gas streams of diffcrmt densities and temperatures. The theory predicts that the spreading
rate increnses with the density ratio across the
flame. ::-'Iost of the calculations based on this
theory have also shown a spreading rate de-

~ize,

V

=

300 ft/sec, <?

pendent on the laminar flame speed, because
they have assul111'ti that the turbulent flame
speed is proportional to the bminar flame speed.
In either case, th('~e tlH'ories do not agree 1vith
the experimental rl':mlt:;.
:-Iore reccntly, Spalding14 presented a throry
of turbulent spreading based on an assumed
similarity bet\\"('en a sprl'ading flame and a
turbulent jet. l.'nfortumtcly, this theory also
predicts a strong dl'[)('ndence of spreading rate
on the density ratio across the flame front. The
present experimcntal work shows th~lt this ratio
is not important_
In summary, the theorl'tical trl'atnwnts of
flame spreadil;g that han been lleviscd to elate
do not account for the rather simple behavior
observecl experimentally. The experiments show
that the rate of flame sprracling from a bluR'
boely is slow and is l"C'll1arkably independent of
the approach stream speed, temperature, fucl:air
ratio, a;ld fuel type, as long as the flame is
turbulrnt and the flow is everywhere subsonie_
Far dmvnstream from the flameholder the spreading rate is little influrnceel by flameholder
blockage ratio or ('\'en by name blockage. In the
typical spreading region far dowllstream, flame
spced is proportional to flow ~peed.
;\"0 II H'llcla t lire

D flame holder diameter
H duct height
qu approach stream dYllamic
F approach stream vcloeity
T temperature
11' flame widt h

pre~sure

flAME SPREADING FROM BLUFF-BODY FLAMEHOLDERS
di~tall(,c

between flamehol<ler centerline and
"h,;crvation station
¢ fraction of ~toi('!liomctri(' fuel-air ratio
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])I;';CL:SS!OX BY T. Y. TOONG
Hcecnt experiments conducted at thc :'1assac!luInstitute of Technology on the study of jet
mixing ,,"ith chemical reaction scem to shed some
light on the mechanisms of flame stabilization by
Lluff bodies, reccssed ducts and opposed or deflected jets, ,,"here the critic-al region is the mixing
zune bet ,,"een a combustible stream and recircllla-

~H3

[ion zonc. Thcsc experiments were planned to
allswer somc of the qUf'stions raised in all rarlier
papcr."
An apparatus ""as consll'l1ctcd to study the dcvelopll1ent of eombl]stion in the mixing zone hetween two concentric gas st reams. Thc c('ntral
strcam is a cold combustible mixture and the other
flo,,"ing in an annulus insidc a Pyrex duct surrounding t he combustible gas cOllsists of hot
products of combustion and dilucnts" The composition, vclocity and tcmpcrature of hot h streams
can be varied. As the two slreams flow downstream, chcmical reaction and transfers of mass,
momcntum and encrgy occur simultaneously in
the mixing zone .
Under certain conditions, a flame may develop
in the stream of the combustible mixture. Although this flame resembles the usual Bunsen
flame and macroscopically, seems to have a "continuous" conical surface, high-speed streak photo·
graphs distinctly show the propagation of kel"llels
ignited at a short distance downstream of the
initial contact point bet,,·cen thc two streams. The
multitude of these kel"llels originating at various
locations around the central stream and at relatively high frequencies accounts for the seemingly
continuous flame surface. These pictures thus indicate that the flames originating from the mixing
zone are actually "stabilized" because of highfrequency discontinuous igni tion and not (like
Bunsen flames) because of stable equilibriulll between flame propagation and fluid motion. It
\I·ould seem to me that this fact should be borne
in mind in the interpretation of the experimental
result:; and in the formulation of a realistic theory
of flame stabilization by bluff bodies, recessed
ducts and the like.
ACTHon's REPLY
I agree that the experimental ,york reported by
Dr. Toong m~;y lead to a better understanding of
the processes occurring in the mixing zones of abluff body flameholder. Similar experiments were
carried out in 1952 by F. H. Wright and J. L.
Becker at the Jet Propubion Laboratory.l, These
exprriments demonstrated ignition by a hot incrt
stream and also indicated that the phenomenon of
ignition by a hot stream shows all the features of
the blufT body stabilization process.
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a Toong, T. Y. Combustion and ProplIls'ion,
Third AGARD Colloquium, p. 58-t. Pergamon
Press, London, la58.
b J. Am. Hockct Soc., Xovember 1956, jJjJ. 973978.

